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On the human capacity of rebirth.
A year ago, the need to recalibrate was as urgent as it was obvious. Hence the baseline for a
season that didn’t happen – Question everything! – and a reflection – Why theatre? – that is still
ongoing. How do we proceed, after such a dramatic test?
Thinking about systemic change, the German/American philosopher Hannah Arendt
(1906-1975) comes to mind. In numerous works, she acknowledges the human capacity to
begin, meaning: to leave behind the status quo by creating something new (The Human
Condition, 1958). Beginning, she writes, “is the supreme capacity of mankind”. But this doesn’t
happen automatically: it requires ‘action’ indeed, as opposed to following the path we already
know (‘behaviour’).
Are we capable of real change? What does it require, to begin again? This topic is key in
the discussions of our series School of Resistance. It leads to a season in which we investigate
our capacity to act. We create new rituals to contemplate life and death (Grief & Beauty,
Liebestod) and we formulate an alternative discourse (Killjoy Quiz, Dissident), combined with a
critical reading of the past (Yellow). We invest in an eco-friendly practice, and we invite artists
and intellectuals to join forces, shaping the future. And we welcome you, dear audience, to
participate.
Let’s begin (again) – and reconnect.

Milo Rau, artistic director and
Steven Heene, chief dramaturgist

→ Click here to watch a
video interview with Milo
Rau on the new NTGent
season
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MILO RAU & NTGENT
How do we face death in and at the end of life?
How do we accompany, mourn and farewell?
What remains of a life at the end of life?
-- PREMIERE 22/09
With Grief & Beauty Milo Rau presents the second part of his Trilogy of Private Life. In
the first part, Familie, which premiered in 2019 just weeks before the theatres closed, he used
the collective suicide of a family to show Western society on the brink. Apart from the terrible
ending, there was nothing on stage but an ordinary evening: a study of small things, of private
life, its beauty and emptiness.
Now, Milo Rau and his team are tackling a theme that has been at the heart of Rau’s work
for many years: the question of farewell, grieving and death, but also of memory and solidarity
in the face of the final moments. We look into a normal apartment: it is the apartment of an old
man who will proceed euthanasia at the end of the play.
The four actresses and actors tell us their most personal stories about death and rebirth,
art and love, memory and oblivion. What is it worth living for? How can we share this loneliest
venture, death, with each other? A picture emerges of a society in search of transcendence
that is as concrete as it is philosophical.
ABOUT MILO RAU
Milo Rau is an author and director, and since the 2018-2019 season artistic director of NTGent.
According to critics, he is the "most influential", "most awarded", "most interesting" and "most
controversial" artist of his time. Since 2002, he created more than fifty plays, films or political
actions, including highly acclaimed productions such as Orestes in Mosul and Lam Gods. His
productions have toured more than 30 countries. His film The New Gospel, screened at the
Festival d'Avignon in the summer of 2021, was recently chosen as Documentary of the Year in
Switzerland.
CAST: Arne De Tremerie, Anne Deylgat, Princess Isatu Hassan Bangura, Staf Smans
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MILO RAU ON ‘GRIEF & BEAUTY’
“The way we don’t accept our own death parallels the way our society doesn’t accept that we
are part of nature. We have to find another way of living in this world. That’s why I wanted to do a
play about the basics of what we are. About the ultimate fact of death. A human play. Listening
to somebody talk about his life on stage is a basic act of solidarity.”

CONFIRMED DATES:
@NTGENT
22, 23, 24 & 25/09
24, 25, 26 & 27/11
ON TOUR (INT.)
12/10 & 13/10 - Douai/Arras (Tandem Arras Théâtre)
22/10, 23/10 & 24/10 – Amsterdam (ITA)
5/11 – Rotterdam (Schouwburg)
16, 17 & 18/11 - Villeneuve-d'Ascq (NEXT Festival)
Check the webpage for the latest updates on the tour

→ Click here to
watch the trailer of
Grief & Beauty
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KillJoy Quiz — Luanda Casella/NTGent
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LUANDA CASELLA & NTGENT
In ‘Killjoy Quiz’, the pleasant predictability of a television quiz
gradually gives way to a much tougher thought exercise.
-- PREMIERE 23/09
A killjoy is a person who deliberately spoils the enjoyment of others. In this creation, Luanda
Casella uses the killjoy figure as someone who is ready to denounce violence, even when that
requires creating discomfort.
Participants answer questions. Points are handed out. But what is the meaning of winning
a quiz? One might know things about the world, but not necessarily understand the
complexities behind the facts one knows.
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Killjoy Quiz subverts the idea of scoring points on knowledge by proposing a game where
learning how to enter into dialogue is the ultimate goal. Words are powerful and eloquence is
a weapon. Cunning multiple choice questions mercilessly expose a number of our
preconceptions.
ABOUT LUANDA CASELLA
Luanda Casella, house director at NTGent, is a Brazilian writer and performer trying to rescue
the art of storytelling from its mediatised doomed destiny. Her work has been shown in venues
and festivals around the world such as Spielart (Munich), Edinburg International Festival, Het
TheaterFestival (Ghent), Kaserne (Basel). With her last solo piece Short of Lying she won the
Sabam writing prize at Theater aan Zee (Ostend).
CAST: Yolande Mpelé, Lindah Nyirenda and Luanda Casella

“ELOQUENCE AND IMAGINATION ARE POWERFUL AND LIBERATING WEAPONS”
--- DE STANDAARD (****)

→ Click here to watch the
trailer of KillJoy Quiz

MILO RAU ON ‘KILLJOY QUIZ’
“Theatre should be a place that kills joy. A place that questions the joy of the normal, even when
questioning hurts. The great thing about Killjoy Quiz is that it does this, but at the same time it’s
a super funny play with great music. You can go and watch it, and just have a fun night. Or you
can dive into all the amazing complexities in the play.”
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CONFIRMED DATES:
@NTGENT
23/09, 24/09, 25/09, 26/09
23/11, 24/11, 26/11, 27/11, 28/11
ON TOUR (INT.)
6/11 – Utrecht (Stadsschouwburg)
15/12 – Amsterdam (Frascati 1)
Check the webpage for the latest updates on the tour
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Yellow — Luk Perceval/NTGent
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LUK PERCEVAL & NTGENT
Resident director Luk Perceval tackles the Flemish
collaboration during World War II.
-- PREMIERE 30/09
1933-1936. A young generation dreams of a new world order. From 1941 onwards, many of
them join the Nazi ideology and go to the Eastern Front. Were they misled? Were they really
that naive?
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In the trilogy The Sorrows of Belgium, Luk Perceval zooms in on three dark chapters in
Belgium’s past. In part two, Yellow, he looks back on the Flemish collaboration during the
Second World War on the basis of a new play by Peter van Kraaij, mixed with other texts.
Author and dramatist Peter van Kraaij introduces a Flemish family: Staf, a member of the
Dietse Militie; his wife Marije; their son Jef, a member of the Flemish Legion on the Eastern
Front; their daughter Mie, a member of the Dietse Meisjesscharen; Hubert, Staf's brother and
not involved in the collaboration; and uncle Laurens, a priest and Marije's brother.
Their testimonies are combined with other voices. Among them: Channa, a young Jewish
woman, and Aloysius, a soldier on the Eastern Front. Present too are the Belgian Léon
Degrelle, founder of the fascist movement Rex and active in the Walloon Legion, and Otto
Skorzeny, an Austrian and decorated officer in the Waffen-SS.
Yellow is a mullti-lingual choir that evokes the grim zeitgeist of the 1930s, supported live
by the music of composer and instrumentalist Sam Gysel.
In the spring of 2021, Yellow premiered as a theatre film, which landed a four star
review in The Guardian, and much praise for the cast in The New York Times. This autumn
will finally see the live premiere in the NTGent-Schouwburg.
ABOUT LUK PERCEVAL
Luk Perceval is an internationally acclaimed and awarded director. At NTGent, he is
working on the trilogy The Sorrows of Belgium, about dark passages in the history of our
country. Previously, there was Black, about the atrocities in Congo. In 2022 there will be Red,
about the terrorist attacks in Brussels in 2016.
CAST: Peter Seynaeve, Chris Thys, Lien Wildemeersch, Bert Luppes, Maria Shulga,
Oscar Van Rompay, Philip Kelz en Valéry Warnotte
→ Click here to watch the
trailer of Yellow
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"THE CAST IS FAULTLESS (…) ‘YELLOW' IS A STUNNING ACHIEVEMENT.”
--- THE NEW YORK TIMES ON THE THEATRE FILM ‘YELLOW’
“RARELY WE’VE SEEN SUCH A BEAUTIFUL AND TOUCHING ALLIANCE BETWEEN
THEATER AND CINEMATOGRAPHY”
--- FROM THE JURY REPORT OF THEATERFESTIVAL 2021

MILO RAU ON ‘YELLOW’
“Although Luk Perceval has embraced film making, and Yellow is an amazing film, Luk remains
off course an incredible theatre director. He works so well with the physical presence of actors
on stage, and their interaction with the public. I had the chance to see Yellow live in rehearsals
twice, and it’s outstanding. ”

CONFIRMED DATES:
@NTGENT
30/09
01/10, 02/10, 03/10
ON TOUR (INT.)
8/10, 9/10 & 10/11, 11/11 – St. Pölten (Landestheater Niederösterreich)
Check the webpage for the latest updates on the tour
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Liebestod — Angélica Liddell/NTGent
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ANGÉLICA LIDDELL & NTGENT
By bringing together revolutionary Andalusian torero Juan
Belmonte and the music of Wagner, Angélica Liddell gives
voice to the origins of her theatre. Liebestod is the third part of
the series ‘Histoire(s) du Théâtre’ at NTGent - a performative
investigation of the oldest art form.
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-- PREMIERE 13/10
More than an art, bullfighting was for Juan Belmonte a spiritual exercise, elevating emotions
into an infinite space, into eternity. This ceaseless research for tragic beauty, an attempt to
communicate directly with the sacred, is present as much in the work of the bullfighter as on
Angélica Liddell’s stage.
“I’m always looking for the sublime moment, for transfiguration, for overflowing
enthusiasm, for radiance and light, this lyrical transport which takes place when one loves”,
Angélica Lidell says. Liebestod is therefore much more than an epic of bullfighting; the show
becomes an offering, “it’s the work of a woman in love, a mortal woman. It’s also an
immolation”.
Juan Belmonte (1892-1962), the “divine stutterer” from the Triana district of Seville, is
considered the creator of spiritual torero. He lived obsessed with the death of Joselito in the
bullring. His phrase “We fight as we are” sums up his philosophy. His suicide tells us about the
feeling of “no longer being able to live” that Emil Cioran describes in On the Heights of Despair.
Liebestod, the title of the climax of Richard Wagner’s 1865 opera Tristan und Isolde,
literally means “love death”. The composer wrote the music for his own poetic rewriting of the
medieval Celtic legend. The word 'Liebestod' refers to the theme of the eroticism of death or of
“love till death”, with the idea that the consummation of the couple’s love takes place in death,
or even after it.
Angélica Liddell made this performance at the invitation of Milo Rau, as the third part in
the series Histoire(s) du Théâtre, for which the artistic director of NTGent asks a different
director each time to reflect on theatre as an art form.
ABOUT ANGÉLICA LIDDELL
The Spanish performance artist Angélica Liddell is known for her unconventional and visually
stunning works about the violence of the world, in which she often explores the limits of her own
body. Her plays have been shown all over the world, on international festivals like F.I.N.D.
(Festival for New Dramatic at Schaubühne Berlin) and Festival d’Avignon. For her work she has
received several awards like the Silver Lion at the Venice Biennale.
CAST: Angélica Liddell, Gumersindo Puche, Nazaret de los Reyes, Patrice Le Rouzic
and extras
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THIS PERFORMANCE, A CO-PRODUCTION OF NTGENT, PREMIERED AT THE
75TH EDITION OF THE PRESTIGIOUS FESTIVAL D’AVIGNON IN THE SUMMER OF 2021.
READ SOME OF THE REVIEWS HERE:

"ANGÉLICA LIDDELL DOESN'T MAKE THEATRE ANYMORE,
SHE IS THEATRE"

→ Click here to watch
the trailer of Liebestod

MILO RAU ON ‘LIEBESTOD’
“Angélica Liddell is globally one of the strongest and most violent voices in performance art.
There’s no one like her. She stands alone on stage, it’s a ritual. She swallows the theatre in her
body and then spits its out. It’s so strong and extraordinary to witness. Her vision is mind
blowing and we had to invite her.”

CONFIRMED DATES:
@NTGENT
13/10, 14/10, 15/10, 16/10 & 17/10
ON TOUR (INT.)
15/11, 16/11 - Douai/Arras (Tandem Arras Théâtre)
Check the webpage for the latest updates on the tour
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Dissident— Lara Staal/NTGent
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LARA STAAL & NTGENT
Five young people with a reputation for being ‘troublemakers’
educate the audience.
-- PREMIERE 12/11
Often unconsciously, these youngsters have become experts in provoking the ruling
authority. This time the roles are reversed and the young people take over the stage.
What does it mean to constantly be the exception? And what do the rules and expectations in
our educational system tell us about the prevailing ideas of successful citizenship?
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In what ways is today’s education determined by work pressure, performance drive and
bureaucracy? In what ways does unconscious racism still determine who gets second chances
and who doesn’t? What does it take to really learn?
Dutch theatre maker Lara Staal goes in search of young people who refuse to adapt and
who challenge power relations. What can we learn from that which does not suit us? For
Dissident, Lara Staal collaborates with the Ghent musician, beatboxer and performer Serdi Faki
Alici. He coaches the youngsters and co-creates the performance.
Dissident is a mix of live acting and documentary film material in which parents,
teachers, youth workers and the school are also involved. An indictment of the mould that is
present day education, in which those who are 'different' and always fall by the wayside now
have their say.
As the performance progresses, the stage transforms into the sanctuary the young
people long for so deeply.
ABOUT LARA STAAL
Lara Staal is a Dutch artist-curator, researcher and writer. The past three seasons, she has been
developing the series De Staat van... (The State of...), in which she examines a fundamental
Western value each time. Earlier, together with visual artist Jonas Staal, she created the
Congress of Utopia in Frascati Theatre (Amsterdam). Besides her work as a curator and
programme maker, she writes for professional magazines.
CAST: Seppe Jacobs, Isaac van Weyenberg, Siham Lamrini, Haroun Couvreur, Eliaz Bello
Medrano en Serdi Faki Alice

→ Click here to watch
the trailer of Dissident
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MILO RAU ON ‘DISSIDENT’
“Dissident is what theatre should be. We have to give a platform to people from parts of society
that are too often ignored. That’s where the new ideas are born for our future.
As everyone knows, we are very close to a climate collapse. So it seems to me that we did
something wrong. Dissidence is better than normality at this moment.”

CONFIRMED DATES:
@NTGENT
12/11, 13/11, 14/11, 16/11, 17/11 & 18/11
ON TOUR (INT.)
20/11 – Rotterdam (Schouwburg)
Check the webpage for the latest updates on tour & credits
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The New Gospel – Milo Rau

photo: Armin Smailovic

MILO RAU / IIPM, FRUITMARKET, LANGFILM & NTGENT
What would Jesus preach in the 21st century? What people
would he fight for? Who would his apostles be?
-- PREMIERE IN BELGIAN CINEMA: 23/09
In The New Gospel, winner of the award Documentary of the Year in Switzerland (2021),
Milo Rau and his team return to the origins of the gospel. The protagonist is the Cameroonian
activist Yvan Sagnet, the first black Jesus in European film history. In 2011, he himself works
on a tomato farm when he starts to revolt against the exploitation of rural workers in the south of
Italy.
For this film, Sagnet revisits the largest refugee camp near Matera, the city in the south of
Italy where Pier Paolo Pasolini and Mel Gibson previously shot their films on the life of Jesus.
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Sagnet finds his apostles in the camp. Together they set up the 'Rivolta della dignita', the
Revolt of Dignity.
Numerous refugees, activists and citizens of Matera, the 2019 European Capital of
Culture, are part of The New Gospel, as well as Marcello Fonte (European Film Award for Best
Actor 2018), Enrique Irazoqui (Jesus in Pasolini's Il Vangelo secondo Matteo), and Maia
Morgenstern (Mother Mary in Mel Gibson's The Passion of the Christ).
In the summer of 2021 The New Gospel was shown at the theatre festival of Avignon. The
film has previously been acclaimed at the prestigious Venice Film Festival, and was
also selected for the IDFA film festival in Amsterdam, FIFDH in Geneva, Soluthurn Film Festival,
Cinéma du Réel in Paris and Locarno Film Festival. This autumn, it continues to travel the world,
starting in Ghent.
"What makes me the most happy about this film, is that it has a real impact", says
director Milo Rau. "As a result of our revolt, the first houses have been founded around Matera
where previously homeless protagonists now live in dignity. All of this with the support of the
Catholic Church!"
“'THE NEW GOSPEL’ HAS BECOME MILO RAU'S MOST ACCESSIBLE, TENDER AND
OPTIMISTIC WORK UNTIL NOW.... CINEMA OF THE FUTURE.””
--- EPD FILM

CONFIRMED DATES:
23/09, 25/09 – Cinema Sphinx, Ghent (BE)
10/11 – Tandem, Douai-Arras (FR)
28/11 – Le Méliès, Villeneuve d’Ascq (FR)

→ Click here to watch
the trailer
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(WIE IS BANG)
KOEN DE SUTTER & TOM LANOYE / NTGENT
An older acting couple — played by Els Dottermans and Han Kerckhoffs, also a couple in
real life — take stock of their love and their profession after many years. Night after night, they
face each other in the same role, in a famous play about alcoholic intellectuals. Only their
opponents change. This time, they are two young actors who receive an allowance because of
their colour. The first time they meet, all the subcutaneous conflicts come to a head...
CAST: Els Dottermans, Han Kerckhoffs, Tarikh Janssen en Dilan Yurdakul

CONFIRMED DATES:
@NTGENT
1/12, 2/12, 10/12 & 11/12
Check the webpage for the latest updates on the tour
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PETER SEYNAEVE & OSCAR VAN ROMPAY / NTGENT
Is this a theatrical adaptation of a book full of questions by
Padgett Powell?
Does the earth always rotate at the same speed? When someone tells you to 'get a grip',
do you usually know immediately what is meant? Have you ever operated a machine that wasn’t
allowed to stop under any circumstances, because it can never be restarted? Are we the
disaster tourists of our own lives? Will we ever see each other again? Are there more questions
now than before? Would you prefer that I only bother myself with these questions?
CAST: Peter Seynaeve & Oscar Van Rompay

CONFIRMED DATES:
@NTGENT
2/12, 3/12 & 8/12
ON TOUR (INT.)
28/10, 29/10 & 30/10 (Amsterdam – De Brakke Grond)
Check the webpage for the latest updates on the tour
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(FAMILIE)
MILO RAU & NTGENT
In 2007 in Calais, a whole family hanged themselves: the parents and their two children. Never a
motive was found, the suicide note stated: “We messed up, sorry.”
Family, the first part in Milo Rau’s Trilogy of the Private Life, is an experiment, an
ethnological study of today’s private life, an exhibition of the everyday. In the normality, the big
question arises: why are we here? On stage: a real family. Actors An Miller and Filip Peeters do
not only act together as a couple, but for the first time in their career they are on stage with their
two teenage daughters Leonce and Louisa – and their dogs.
CAST: Filip Peeters, An Miller, Leonce Peeters, Louisa Peeters

CONFIRMED DATES:
@NTGENT
28/12, 29/12, 30/12
ON TOUR (INT.)
17/09 – Pilzen (Divaldo International Festival)
25/09 – Zagreb (Youth Theater)
9/10 & 10/10 – Moskou (Net Festival)
Check the webpage for the latest updates on the tour
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ALAIN PLATEL, FRANK VAN LAECKE, STEVEN PRENGELS /
NTGENT & LES BALLETS C DE LA B
The comeback of an internationally acclaimed show about hope and illusions. Gardenia
toured the world ten years ago, and now the cast is re-united once more to shine for the last
time.
Gardenia – 10 years later goes deep into the turbulent lives of nine striking people. It is
not a work of fiction. It's a singular account, the most intimate of tales about hope and cherished
or lost illusions. Seven older individuals almost effortlessly navigate the twilight zone between
being male and being female. In contrast and harmony with a “young guy” and a “real woman”.
Each on a quest. Each with their own intriguing story.
CAST: Vanessa Van Durme, Griet Debacker, Andrea De Laet (†), Richard 'Tootsie' Dierick,
Danilo Povolo, Gerrit Becker, Hendrik Lebon, Dirk Van Vaerenbergh, Rudy Suwyns

CONFIRMED DATES:
@NTGENT
20/12, 21/12, 22/12, 23/12
ON TOUR (INT.)
15/10 – Lieusaint (Theatre Senart)
05/11, 06/11 – Girona (Temporada Alta)
09/11 – Vesoul (Théâtre Edwige Feuillère)
12/11, 13/11 – Théâtre Edwige Feuillère
Check the webpage for the latest updates on the tour
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What is theatre capable of? How do we create the greatest
possible engagement between our projects and our audience,
locally and internationally? How do we convert ideas into a
practice that is sustainable, lowers barriers and is
emancipatory?
In the coming season, we deepen our reflection lines: the open source library
Why Theatre?, named after our fifth Golden Book, and the online debate series School of
Resistance.
In Flanders, we start a collaboration with Etcetera, the magazine for performing arts.
From September on, there will be activities to reconnect with our audience, both online and in
our theatre rooms. This line will be linked to our seasonal program and to the content of each
Etcetera-magazine. Internationally, the School of Resistance will connect to partners like
Kampnagel in Hamburg, Schauspiel in Cologne and the Münchner Kammerspiele – via our
structural partner IIPM in Berlin. Meanwhile, we will broaden the bridge with educational
partners like KASK and UGent.
The goal is clear: to create polyphony and an agenda for the future.
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